
 

 

 
The first Bizarre Creations/Psygnosis F1 
game took 14 months to make and sold more 
than any other game on any format in 1996.   
In October 1997 came F1 ‘97 again with 
Murray Walkers help, this game simply im-
proved everything the first game did and 
went on to sell 4 Million.  Artificial Intelli-
gence was beyond other games at the time.  
For the first time cars would not race off into 
the distance, one to be caught every second 
corner – the competitors were truly compet-
ing to win the race. Although seen before on 
PC games, this was new to console gaming. 
Bizarre creations didn’t carry on the (lesser 
rated) sequels (that was Visual Sciences’ job) 
but they did go on to venture into a long de-
layed game on the Dreamcast…. 

Bizarre were founded in 1988 by Martyn Chudley, when it 
was known at the time as Raising hell software.  In 1996 a 
four man team created a demo which sufficiently im-
pressed Sony, that they were offered the chance to code 
an F1 game.  Bizarre learned that Psygnosis had them 
pegged to do five years worth of F1 games;  So when Sega 
decided they wanted Bizarre to work on their machine 
(Dreamcast) they happily obliged.  As PGR2 grew to an 
end, they relocated to larger offices, staying in their home 
of Liverpool. 
 
With Microsoft owning the rights and no doubt footing the 
bill, It’s hoped that Bizarre can hold onto their stoutly in-
dependent developer position. 

 

Metropolis Street Racer launched November 2000 (a year late).  This was a game that I and the 
other (few) Dreamcast owners would look forward to for a couple of years before its release.  It 
was delayed due to the sudden departure of the lead programmer and there was also some odd 
excuse about raising the curb height in the game!  When finally birthed, it was at least as gor-
geous and impressive as it’s pre-release hype, maybe more so.  Before Playstation 2 and long be-
fore Xbox was released, this was seriously next-gen and playing this on a 40” widescreen was sim-
ply amazing.  MSR delivered credible representations of three cities using 32,000 photos and 30 
hours of video tape.  Car & driver comprised of 3,500 polygons at most and used stunning tex-
ture mapping. (the car was only 1,000 polygons, presumably the wheels and driver took the rest).  
 
It received high praise from critics and made a great game, but suffered dramatically poor sales 
due to the Dreamcast having a short lived shelf life and the game being so late.  Just 120,000 
units were sold.  No that’s not a typo...this figure was confirmed to Edge Magazine in an interview 
many years later. 
 
Progress through the game was on a fairly linear path, with 250 races to complete, with a new car 
unlocked every ten races.  Completing a section was satisfying as the cars became more powerful 
as the game progressed.  It was a great 2-player split screen game too, but sadly no online com-
ponents.  But for all it’s stunning graphics and nice handling model, it isn’t hard to criticise the 
game.  It can feel a little bit pedestrian in game-speed terms, the cars feel a bit too heavy and to-
ward the end of the game it gets incredibly hard (too hard – I never actually finished it).  But it was 
the game which pioneered the Kudos system (see boxout) and for this, a lot of subsequent games 
owe a debt of gratitude. 

Despite the amazing cities, the larg-
est texture used in the game was 
256x256.  The best way to view the 
city was in a 10 second pre-race cam-
era walkabout. 

Games would take note of the time on your 
machine and change the lighting in the game. 


